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Highlights
• Circular economy strategies can help to significantly reduce GHG emissions; but there are major 

issues with metal depletion

• Significant tensions between CE strategies, some of which can both help and harm GHG 
emissions reduction and resource depletion

• Lifetime extension
• Electrification

• Only a combination of strategies can help to meet both reductions in GHG emissions and use of 
metals
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CE Gaps
CE as means to an end or an end in itself?

§ Different discourse of CE depending on theoretical frameworks imply different goals 

(Calisto Friant et al., 2020)

§ May not be a truly sustainable transition depending on economy wide effects (Ghisellini et 

al., 2016)

Impacts differ across time and space 

§ some strategies e.g. lifetime extension, may impede others (Allwood, 2012; Korhonen et 

al., 2018)

à The goals and impacts of the circular economy may be undefined and are unknown
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Research questions

1. What is the effect of circular economy strategies on the environment and 
material flows? 

2. What are the synergies and tensions between circular strategies? How 
do they interact?

3. How can circular economy strategies deliver the largest reductions in 
environmental impacts and material flows?
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Car mobility in Belgium
• Large environmental and material footprint:

• 15% of EU GHG emissions in 2018 from cars and vans (EEA)
• Typical weight of car ~ 1400kg

• Long product lifetimes
• Average lifetime of car when scrapped ~ 17.5 years (Febelauto)

• Disruptions
• Electrification
• Car-sharing
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Method
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Method overview

time
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Car-use2020 Function of age, fuel type, ownership
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CE measurement and indicators

9Alaerts, L. et al. 2019 Towards a circular economy monitor for Flanders: a conceptual basis. CE 
Center publication No. 4



CE Strategy à Intervention à Output
Strategy Policy intervention Meso Output indicator

Rethink Car-sharing Use-intensity (km / car)

Reduce (materials) Increase proportion of low weight vehicles in 
inflow

Average mass of cars (kg / car)

Reduce (fossil fuels) Increase proportion of fuel efficient vehicles 
in inflow

Average tailpipe emissions per km
(g CO2 / km)

Increase proportion of electric vehicles in 
inflow

Proportion of electric vehicles in stock (% 
of cars)

Reuse / Repair / Refurbish Lifetime extension Average age of scrapped cars

Remanufacture Re-use parts of scrapped cars in the 
production of new cars

Reuse rate (% of mass of cars reused)

Recycle Increase in cars recycled in Belgium / 
decrease in cars exported from Belgium

Proportion of outflow recycled (% of cars)
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CE goals – Impact indicators
Category Macro Impact indicator

Resource efficiency Kg of material per car
Kg of material per km

Material footprint Metal depletion (ReCiPe, kg Fe eq.)

Carbon efficiency GHG emissions (kg CO2 eq.) per car
GHG emissions (kg CO2 eq.) per km

Carbon footprint Total GHG emissions (kg CO2 eq.)
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Scope
• Random sample of 100,000 cars from 2019 Belgian stock
• The fuel type, mass, fuel efficiency, age, and mileage are tracked over time
• Model runs for 20 years
• Impacts for production, use, end-of-life recycling

• Maintenance, and infrastructure not included
• The recovery of materials at the end of life are credited to the system

• For exports, EoL impacts are credited assuming a lifetime of 17 years
• Constant aggregate demand for VKM (1.4 billion km per year)
• No new significant technologies or improvement, only changes in composition
• For BEVs and PHEVs: Belgian electricity mix (2014-2017, EcoInvent 3.8)
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Results
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Life cycle impacts
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Life cycle impacts
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GHG emissions vs resource depletion
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CE Strategies – output indicators
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CE strategies and GHG emissions
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CE strategies and metal depletion
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CE strategy impact – OLS regression

Strategy Indicator GHG
(‘000 000 kg CO2eq)

Metal Depletion
(‘000 000 kg Fe eq.)

Rethink Use intensity (km/car) -0.22
(***)

-0.15
(***)

Reduce fossil fuels Proportion of electric cars in inflow (%) -37.99
(***)

8.61
(***)

Reduce fossil fuels Average tailpipe emissions at inflow 
(gCO2 / km)

7.01
(***)

-2.21
(***)

Reduce material flows Average mass of cars at inflow (kg) 1.18
(***)

1.25
(***)

Reuse Age of cars when scrapped
(years)

8.13
(***)

-49.70
(***)

Reuse Lifetime of battery (km) -0.00006
(***)

-0.00016
(***)

Remanufacture Percentage of mass of cars reused 
when scrapped (%)

-4.75
(***)

-10.18
(***)

Adjusted R2 0.99 0.97
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CE strategy sensitivity
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CE strategy – Ranking
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Conclusions
• Circular economy strategies can help to significantly reduce GHG emissions; but there are major 

issues with metal depletion

• In general, the most sensitive strategies also have tensions:
• Win-wins: Use-intensity, Battery lifetime extension, Reuse rate, Mass reduction
• Tensions: Lifetime of vehicles, electrification, CO2 tailpipe emissions

• Electrification of the car fleet will reduce GHG emissions, but will cause increase in metal depletion 
unless combined with other strategies (e.g. lower mass)

• Reducing the mass of cars is the most effective strategy to reduce material flows
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CE strategy interactions – electrification 
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Conceptual framework
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Life-cycle impacts
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Life-cycle impacts
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Car varieties 
• Cars in the stock-flow model are distinguishable by: 

• Age
• Fuel type (petrol, diesel, HEV, PHEV, BEV)
• EURO (1 - 6d)
• Fuel efficiency (gCO2 / km, kwh / km)
• Mass
• Owner (private, company, salary)
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Inflow modelling
• Composition in each year based on random sample of new 

registrations in 2019
• Probability of being sampled evolves over time based on:

• Fuel type
• Mass
• Tail pipe emissions (BEV excluded)

• Size of inflow modified by (naïve) car-sharing
• Car-sharing grows over time, up to a saturation level
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Outflow modelling
• Scrappage model

• Probability estimated as a function of age and mileage 
(cumulative km)

• Based on UK data, weighted to BE scrappage rate
• Export model 

• Proportion of each cohort, by fuel type and owner type
• Estimated from 2018-2019 Belgian stock residual
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Electrification and CE strategies
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Impact of economic flows
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Impact of economic flows on iron
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Final steps
• Quantify CE strategy effectiveness and uncover interaction effects

• Investigate effect of lifetime extension more thoroughly
• Regressions and global sensitivity analysis
• Deliverable: Publication (End of 2021)

• Model car-sharing explicitly, including:
• Impact on car use
• Differentiate between users
• Number of users per shared car
• Lifetime of shared cars
• Deliverable: Publication (Jan 2022)

• The effect of salary cars (and LEZs?)
• Deliverable: Policy brief(s) (Feb 2022)
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